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Who we ARE

The Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) is an independent international business association
with the aim to promote a sustainable decentralised renewable energy industry for the
21st century, activating markets for affordable energy services, and creating local jobs and
inclusive economies.
ARE currently unites 150+ committed and passionate companies active worldwide. Find out
more about which ARE Members are active where with the ARE Off-Grid Matchmaking
Platform.
It is the vision of ARE that by 2030, everyone in the world and in particular all rural populations
in low- and medium-income countries should have access to affordable, secure and clean
energy and energy services.
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ARE Member Services
ARE helps on sector coordination
and development by:
• Service Line 1: Market
Intelligence & Business Services

• Service Line 2: Policy &
Advocacy
• Service Line 3: Individual
Support
Read more here
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Today’s Agenda
Opening Remarks
14.00 – 14.10

David Lecoque, CEO a.i., ARE

14.10 – 14.20

Michael Franz, Team Leader, GET.invest

Session I: Ongoing initiatives to electrify rural health care facilities – lessons learnt
14.20 – 15.20 Speakers:
• Farzana Rahman, SEVP and Unit Head (Renewable Energy Projects), IDCOL
• Rahul Srinivasan, Energy Specialist, World Bank
• Gregor Brömling, Energy Advisor, EnDeV
• Luc Severi, Senior Energy Access Specialist, SEforALL
Q&A with the audience
Session II: Innovative solutions to provide clean, affordable and reliable electricity to rural health facilities

15.20 – 16.10

Speakers:
• Iain Munro, Strategy Director, Ryse Energy
• Laura Stachel, Co-Founder & Executive Director, WeCareSolar
• Sandra Liz Hon, Director, HT Energy
• Ifeanyi Odoh, Head of Offer Marketing & Business Development, Schneider Electric Nigeria
Q&A with the audience
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ARE Call to Action
To assess the impact that COVID-19 ARE conducted a survey to
estimate the impact the pandemic had on the DRE sector.
Based on the results of the survey, ARE, together with its Partners
formulated the DRE sector’s biggest Call to Action to advise
governments, policymakers, funders and philanthropists to
contribute to make the sector survive and flourish going forward.
Recommendations to governments, funders and philanthropies:
1. Creation of a ‘Global DRE Relief Fund’
2. Fast-tracking of existing procurement and funding procedures
for DRE projects
3. Pooling of resources for a ‘Rural Electrification Stimulus Plan’ to
achieve the SDGs
4. Recognition of DRE sector as an ‘essential service’
5. Step up technical assistance for DRE companies
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Relief for the DRE Sector
• USD 100 million concessionary debt facility (Energy Access Relief Fund) has been initiated
to provide emergency loans for companies.
• Others have reallocated funds to provide urgent relief schemes for DRE companies to avoid
defaults of customer payments (e.g. EnDev COVID-PAY Mozambique)
• Key players in the sector are also offering technical assistance for companies (e.g.
GET.invest and PFAN).
However, we estimate that the DRE sector still urgently needs an additional USD 35 million of
additional grant funding to avoid the most severe impacts to the sector and its customers:
•

Grant funding of USD 25 million is required to offer immediate relief funding to micro,
small and medium-sized (MSMEs) DRE companies, for which there is currently no relief
funding available.

•

USD 10 million in form of guarantees will help unlock additional financing for the sector.

Join us at the Energy Access COVID-19 Relief Summit on 15-16 July 2020 to discuss!
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ARE Energy & Health Campaign (1/2)
Decentralised renewable energy (DRE) play a key role in responding to pandemic by as they
provide a reliable, affordable, and fast electrification solution to power rural health facilities.
For rural health care facilities, access to a clean and reliable power supply for example
means:
• being able to conduct screenings of and tests to the local population
• treating infected people using safe, sterilised medical equipment, store blood and
vaccinations
• maintaining operations active at night for urgent matters
• powering ventilators, which are important when treating respiratory diseases
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ARE Energy & Health Campaign (2/2)
ARE Activities in the short term:

Activity 1: Webinar - “Ongoing initiatives and innovative solutions to electrify
rural health facilities with decentralised renewables” | (Today)
Activity 2: Publication - “Best practices for electrifying rural health facilities with
decentralised renewables”
➢ Case studies from 16 ARE Members around the world | Timeline: By mid-July

Activity 3: Webinar 2 - “Fast-tracking and funding DRE electrification of health
facilities in Sub-Saharan Africa” | Timeline: By mid-July
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Join ARE
Special offers for new incoming Members joining before 1st July 2020:
ARE Membership
Packages
2020 Only

2020 + 2021

Benefits
-

50% discount for 2020 Membership None
Free Newsletter Article (worth
520€) with a readership of about 11k

-

60% discount for 2020 Membership
Free Newsletter Article (worth
520€) with a readership of about 11k
Company promotion on social
media
100%
discount
for
2020
Membership
Free Newsletter Article (worth
520€) with a readership of about 11k
Company promotion on social
media

2020 + 2021 + 2022

Condition

-

Membership fees for 2020 +
2021 to be paid in one go

Membership fees for 2021 +
2022 to be paid in one go
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Get in touch with ARE to help
you grow in the sector!

Alliance for Rural
Electrification
Rue d’Arlon 69-71
1040 Brussels, Belgium
are@ruralelec.org
www.ruralelec.org
Subscribe to ARE Newsletter
Follow ARE online

David Lecoque
CEO a.i. ARE
d.lecoque@ruralelec.org
+32 2 709 55 25

ARE offsets its travel-related CO2 emissions

1
0

MICHAEL FRANZ
Team Leader

GET.invest
Mobilising Investments in Decentralised Renewable Energy

What is GET.invest?
− A European programme to support investments in decentralised RE in partner
countries, currently sub-Saharan Africa and Caribbean
− Covers both on- and off-grid electricity, as well as clean cooking
− Supported by the European Union, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and Austria

− Hosted on the European multi-donor platform GET.pro and implemented by GIZ

18/06/2020

Our Setup
Events and Information

Advisory Support

− Information on countries, markets, and
financing opportunities

− Advisory support to projects and
companies for accessing financing via our
Finance Catalyst

− Networking and B2B events
− Partnering with associations

18/06/2020

− Trainings and capacity development, incl.
for regulators and private sector

Our Covid-19 Support
Project and business advisory, adapted to Covid-19: Support with
managing the crisis, focusing on financing challenges, incl. a fast-track.
Currently 20+ clients receiving COVID-related support, open for more!

Business tools available online: Business continuity checklist and cash flow
scenario modelling template

Other activities: Mapping of Covid-19 support opportunities with PFAN;
several upcoming events, incl. virtual “Energy Access Covid-19 Relief
Summit” in cooperation with ARE, GOGLA and others
18/06/2020

Thank You for
Your Attention!
NAME
Michael Franz, Team Leader
E-mail: michael.franz@get-invest.eu

www.get-invest.eu

@GET_invest

@GET.invest

Electrifying Rural Health Centers
through Solar Mini Grids: IDCOL
Success Story in Bangladesh
Farzana Rahman
SEVP and Unit Head (Renewable Energy Projects)
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Overview of IDCOL
❑ A fully government owned development financial institution
❑ Started operation in 1997

❑ Catalyzes private sector participation in infrastructure and

renewable energy projects/programs
❑ Market leader in renewable energy financing

❑ Largest financier in private sector infrastructure projects in

Bangladesh
❑ Funded by the government and multiple development

partners i.e. the World Bank, ADB, JICA, IDB, KfW, GIZ,
USAID, UKAID etc.
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Renewable Energy Initiatives

Financed 5.19 million SHS
(232 MW)

Financed Solar grid-tied project
(10.31 MW)

Financed 1,521 Solar Irrigation
Pumps
(40 MW)

Installed 2.1 million Improved Cookstoves

26 Solar Mini grid Projects
(5 MW)

Financed 26 solar rooftop projects
(30.62 MW)
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IDCOL Solar Mini Grid Projects
❑ Size:

100 kWp to 280 kWp

❑ Location:

Isolated off-grid islands

❑ Implementing Partners:

Private companies/NGOs

❑ Financier:

IDCOL

❑ Projects in Operation:

26

❑ Electricity Generation:

5 MWp

❑ Beneficiaries:

Households, commercial facilities,
educational institutes, prayer facilities
and rural health complexes

❑ No. of Beneficiaries:

22,000+
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Electrifying Off-grid Rural Health Centers
❑ No. of Rural Health Centers:

20,000+ all over Bangladesh

❑ Electricity Facility:

80% are connected to
national grid

❑ IDCOL Coverage:

Off-grid coastal islands within
the remaining 20%

❑ Services:

Lighting, refrigeration of
medicine, electricity for medical
devices, computers etc.

❑ Outcomes:

Emergency medical treatment,
childbirth, pandemic, general
counseling (mostly benefited are
pregnant women and children)
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Business Model of Solar Mini Grids
Regulators

Suppliers
Supply
Equipment

Approval of
site selection

Pay for
Equipment

Provide technical
support

Provide grant & loan

IDCOL

Sponsor

Consultant

Seek approval
for site

Seeks grant & loan
Pays consultancy
fees
Sells
Electricity

Pays electricity
bills

Customers

Grant & soft
term credit

Repayment

Donors
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Financing Terms and Tariff
❑ Loan Tenor:

10 Years

❑ Interest rate:

6% per annum

Financing Structure of a Project
Grant

❑ Tariff:

BDT 30/kWh

❑ Increment:

10% every 3 Years

20%

Loan
50%

Equity

30%

❑ Project Life:

20 Years

❑ Expected Return on Equity: 15%

Notably, without grant support the tariff would have been BDT
60/kWh for earning 15% return on equity

Loan
Source

IDA, JICA

Grant
Source

DFID, KfW, GPOBA, USAID,
SREPGen, ADB
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Lessons Learned: Requirements for Scale-up
❑

An appropriate business model

❑

Participation of private sector

❑

Policy level support from the government

❑

Technical and capacity development support

❑

Technical standardization and quality assurance

❑

Close monitoring and supervision

❑

Buy-down grant support for solar energy innovations
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Thank You

Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL)
UTC Building, 16th Floor,
8 Panthapath, Kawran Bazar, Dhaka-1215, Bangladesh
Telephone: +880-966-6743265
E-mail: advisory@idcol.org;
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Electrifying Rural Health Facilities
ARE Webinar, June 18 - 2020
Rahul Srinivasan, The World Bank

Key Challenges
• Long-term sustainability challenges (O&M) – no onesize-fits-all solution
• Insufficient finance (approximately 4 billion needed to
electrify all health facilities in SSA by 2030 according
to preliminary estimates) and granular data
• Limited coordination between energy, education, and
health sectors

Opportunities

Operations Related Activities

Knowledge Products under discussion/development

• Projects with components on public institutions
(under design): Uganda, Ethiopia, Chad

• World Bank Publication on Sustainable Business Models for
Electrification of Public Institutions

• Projects with COVID 19 emergency components
(design or implementation): Burundi, Madagascar,
Nigeria, Niger, Liberia, Sierra Leone, DRC

• A Flagship report (World Bank, WHO, SE4All, IRENA) Global
State of Electrification of Health Facilities and investment
needed to close electricity gap

• Sample technical specifications and quality assurance
standards: provided for design, supply and installation
of systems

• Market Assessments in collaboration with partners to identify
electricity access gaps in public institutions of pilot countries
and ascertain appropriate technical and business models for
electrification

• Electrification procurement frameworks: developed to
be consistent with WB COVID 19 guidelines

• Emerging business models: to ensure long-term sustainability,
including through PPPs.
• Tools: New data collection tools (e.g. GIS), remote monitoring
tools, efficient design and procurement tools (e.g. HOMER,
Odyssey)
• Partners: WHO, GAVI, UNICEF, IRENA, SE4ALL

• Guidance Note on powering cold chains and medicines for
storage and transportation of vaccines

01

02

03

04

Site selection:

Procurement:

Bill collection:

identification of
priority schools and
clinics based on
consultations
between energy,
health, and
education teams at
WB and government

Launch procurement
package for the
installation and O&M
for the institutional
solar systems

Ensure that
institutional users
(public institutions
/ministries) will pay
fees that cover the
cost of O&M.

Monitoring and
sustainability:
Resolve service
interruptions of solar
systems promptly
and ensure longterm operation and
maintenance

Shortcomings of Existing Models
• Capital costs are paid upfront – government
has to mobilize significant resources at the
start of the project
• Limited focus on service – non-functional
systems
• Limited role for private sector – more a
provider of equipment

• No market for electrification of public
institutions – activity is restricted to funding
from donors and development partners

Location: West Africa

• Private sector O&M contracts (if present) are
short – do not match lifetime of solar PV
equipment and call into question sustainability

• 600 W in 2008 – stopped working since 2010

Health clinic received capital budget to procure
and install solar systems:
• 160 W in 2008 – not functioning

• 500 W in 2017 – not functioning since
September 2017

Private Sector Participation
Reasons for Interest in Approach
➢ Huge potential market in Sub-Saharan Africa
to tap into
➢ Public good in serving schools and health
centers
➢ Opportunity to use innovations such as
remote monitoring, key performance
indicators (KPIs), and third party verification
agencies

Private Sector Responsibility
•
•

Public Institution Responsibility
•
•

Change in mindset – from procurement of assets to delivery of service
Need to train existing staff in operating and maintaining electrical appliances.

Government Responsibility
•

•

Challenges/Concerns/Risks raised
•
➢ Non-payment by public sector agencies –
need for guarantees
➢ Access to finance – concessional finance
needed
➢ Bureaucracy (delays) in payment risk
mitigation measures such as guarantees
➢ Theft and vandalism of solar systems
➢ Fair contracts between different stakeholders

Private sector becoming a supplier of service instead of supplier of goods/equipment.
Move from project approach to planning higher volume and cost-effective delivery

•

Reduce capital investments on electrification and increase operating budget to public
institutions for timely payment against services
Establish KPIs for off grid solar electricity service standards – taking into account the
technological innovations in the off grid market space.
Establish real time remote monitoring and verification mechanisms to verify quality of
service delivered against KPIs that trigger timely payments.
Provide long term financing to private sector at competitive rate through special
financial institutions.

The World Bank Group/ Development Partners
•
•
•
•

Help bridge trust deficit between Public Sector and Private Sector
Create models with robust service delivery and payment mechanisms
Offer attractive financing packages to private sector service providers.
Provide risk mitigation measures to provide security to private sector.

Sample Model for PPP
1. Guarantee/Risk
Mitigation

Indemnity

2. Ministry of Finance

Agreement

3. Commercial Bank with Letter of
Credit Facility

4. Private Service
Provider

7. Public Health Centers
Electricity Service

Monthly Payment of
Service Fees

Guarantee Agreement

8. Public Schools

5. Equity

6. Debt

IFC and Partner Commercial Banks

World Bank Through Financial Intermediation

18 June 2020 – Gregor Broemling

Energising Development
Electrification of Rural Health
Facilities

EnDev’s worldwide activities
South East Asia
Bangladesh
Cambodia
Indonesia
Nepal
Vietnam

East Africa
Burundi
Congo, BR
Ethiopia
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mozambique
Rwanda
Tanzania
Uganda

West Africa
Benin
(Guinea)
Liberia
Mali
Senegal
Sierra Leone

South America
Bolivia 

Hydro

Grid extension








Cooking energy

Solar












Biogas







Key achievements
16.8 million
6.1 million
people with electricity

22.9 million

people with improved
cooking solutions

People with access to
modern energy

2.3 million
million of CO2e
saved per year

53,860
Small and medium-sized
enterprises with a
modern form of energy
for productive uses

27,390
Social infrastructure with
a modern form of energy:
among them almost 18,000
schools and 2,000 health
centers

EnDev COVID-19 response options – tackling the
multi-dimensional crisis
Energising Opportunities

Tackling the
economic
crisis

Energising Lives

Tackling the health
/ humanitarian
crisis

Green economic recovery

Energy for health centres, refugee & quarantine camps

Needs-oriented response measures for private sector

Direct support to ensure access to basic energy services.

to prevent bankruptcy of companies and to fast-track

Complementary to extending intensive medical care and

green recovery in EnDev countries.

in cooperation with humanitarian aid organisations.

Building on:

Building on:

•

EnDev’s market-based approach

•

EnDev’s experience in electrifying social institutions

•

Established relationship based on trust with

•

EnDev experience with health crisis activities (Ebola

local/international small and medium-sized OGS

companies
•

Ability to provide individual, tailor-made TA support

2014-2016)

•

EnDev’s LNOB agenda, refugee camp and host
community approaches

EnDev COVID-19 response –
electrification of health center
Situation in Liberia, Sierra Leone and Guinea
•

By 2019 energy access achieved for 445 SI facilities (mainly
health care and schools) – reaching from 30 watt to 50 kW

•

since the pandemic outbreak - special focus on the rapid
electrification of health center
○
special hygienic training and a governmental permit to go
to the sites
○
public awareness on COVID-19 prevention (basics: clean
water and light)

•

Effect:
○
a total of more than 150 mostly smaller, new systems in
heath care centers are already installed
○
and another 160 systems are maintained, improved or
repaired

•

Challenges:
○
now – scaling up
○
later – maintenance and repair

EnDev COVID-19 response –
electrification of health center
•

Scaling up:
○
support to other projects of the region (>400.000$),
who made budget available for a.o. electrification of
health care facilities in this special situation
○
open for further partnering as well as for additional
funds to serve further health care facilities

•

Maintenance and repair:
○
training of hospital/district technicians on O&M
○
cooperation with all stakeholders (public and private)
○
registering and mapping systems via app
○
visits, phone calls for technical advise and tight
supervision
○
involving the private sector e.g. with the supply of
spare parts, transport, advice and repair seminars and
trainings
○
support of the sector network e.g. for establishing an
overarching association

EnDev COVID-19 response –
tackling the economic crisis
COVID-PAY, Mozambique

•

a.o. urgent relief scheme for PAYG solar companies vulnerable to
increased defaults of customer payments

•

allows companies to offer subsidized promotional price to reduce
customers’ electricity bills

•

RBF grant support limited to a period of 6 months - companies need
to present verifiable results and proof of passing on the subsidy

•

twofold objective to ensure off-grid customers maintain access to
electricity and to avoid bankruptcy of companies

MARKET SURVEY, global
•

overview on the impacts of the pandemic on local energy access
markets (23 countries) and the operational as well as financial
robustness (available on www.endev.info)

•

an another comprehensive and coherent survey together with a
bigger collation in preparation

Thank you for
your attention!

Gregor Broemling
Energy Advisor
gregor.broemling@giz.de

https://endev.info/
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Our donors
Funded by:

Coordinated by:
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Powering Healthcare
Setting the Scene
June 2020

Luc SEVERI
Sr. Energy Access Specialist
@lucseveri

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
Any use of this material without specific permission is strictly prohibited
Credit: UNDP Zimbabwe /Slingshot

Powering Healthcare provides an opportunity to advance all three SDG7 targets, along with other
SDGs
Goal 7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy for all
Target 7.1: By 2030, ensure universal access to
affordable, reliable and modern energy services

Target 7.2: By 2030, increase substantially the
share of renewable energy in the global energy
mix
Target 7.3: By 2030, double the global rate of
improvement in energy efficiency

▪

Electrifying health facilities contributes to
universal energy access

▪

Powering Healthcare serves as a good
template for electrifying other institutions
(e.g. schools)

▪

Increased deployment of renewable energy
solutions, both for off-grid health facilities
and for generator-reliant (or weak-grid
reliant) facilities

▪

Spur innovation in the field of energyefficient medical appliances

Other SDGs
Reduces vulnerability of populations to
climate-related events through ensuring
business continuity of health facilities and
ensuring sustained access to essential
health care in the face of climate-related
events

Contributes to universal health coverage,
including sexual and reproductive health,
through improved health facility
functionality

Promotes decent work, particularly for
health workers, by enabling the use of
basic services at work, such as light and
ventilation

Reliable power allows health facilities to
offer additional health services, as well as
improve the quality of healthcare

Contributes to the accessibility of WASH
services, particularly those that are
dependent upon electricity

Makes infrastructure (e.g. health
facilities) energy resilient in the face of
grid failure and potential natural disasters

Can reduce health sector GHG
emissions, particularly where clean
energy solutions are deployed
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Data on health facility electrification is sparse, but what data does exist points to serious gaps in
access and reliability

59%

1 in 4

health facilities in low and
middle-income countries
lack reliable power

health facilities in LDCs has no
electricity

Source: International Journal of Hygiene and
Environmental Health (2018)

Source: Global Health Science Practice (2013)

50%

70%

primary health centers in India
lack power or reliable power

equipment breakdowns are
from voltage surges

Source: Council on Energy, Environment and
Water (2017)

Source: Annual Review of Biomedical Engineering
(2007)
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Higher

A range of distributed renewable energy solutions exist
to power health facilities
Mini-grids

Tier 5

Facility-wide
‘Micro-grids’

Tier 4

Level of Access

Innovative delivery models are
being developed and piloted to
improve long-term sustainability

Solar Kiosks

Tier 3
Stand-alone
Solutions

Tier 2

Portable Solutions

Lower

Tier 1
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COVID-19: Key barriers to rapid deployment of energy solutions to health facilities
DATA

•
•

Where are the health facilities located?
Which facilities are priority COVID-19 facilities?

•
•

Which electricity-dependent (medical) appliances are needed
and recommended?
Which appliances are currently available?

•
•

How much power is needed, at what point of the day?
Which energy technologies are appropriate?

•

How much CapEx and OpEx is required to address the power
gap in the health sector?
How quickly can funds be disbursed?

ENERGY DEMAND

SYSTEM DESIGN

FINANCING

SECTOR CAPACITY

SUSTAINABILITY

•
•

What is the current capacity of the energy access sector to
respond? (e.g. interrupted supply chains and low inventory
levels)

•

What is the most appropriate delivery/business model to
deploy energy solutions rapidly, at scale, and in a sustainable
way?
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Powering Healthcare: COVID-19 response

1

COORDINATION

2

COUNTRY ADVISORY
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DEVELOPING TOOLS

Sector coordination
• Energy sector mapping of
current resources, capacity, and
barriers
• High-level coordination of key
energy & health stakeholders
Guidance documents:
• System sizing
• Energy needs assessment
approach
• Sustainability -> Lasting Impact

Data
• Heatmap: mapping ongoing &
planned interventions
4

ADVOCACY & COMMS

SEforALL webpage:
• Technical Resources
• News Articles
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Powering Healthcare

Luc SEVERI
Sr. Energy Access Specialist
@lucseveri
Credit: UNDP Zimbabwe /Slingshot

We Care Solar

Working without electricity:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sub-optimal care
Delays, cancellations
Risk of infection
Emotional Strain
Financial Burden
Loss of life

We Care Solar
Mission
Saving lives in childbirth with simple
solar solutions

We Care Solar Suitcase®
Rugged. Reliable, Safe, Compact
Immediately Operational
Institutional-Grade

Our Approach

Infrared thermometer

Partnerships
Building local capacity for installation and
sustainability
Women Solar Ambassadors
Light Every Birth – national programs

Impact
• Continuous
medical lighting
• Improved Quality
of Care
• Emergency
Communication
• Fetal Monitoring
• Improve
confidence and
morale of health
workers
• Increased uptake
of skilled care

Results

40% - 55% ↓

40% - 73% ↓

80%

maternal mortality

newborn mortality

night deliveries

↓

Results from evaluations of comprehensive MCH program in Uganda (AMREF) , Tanzania (Pathfinder) and Nigeria (Pathfinder)

5,100 health facilities

20,000 health workers trained
5.8 million mothers and babies served

Light Every Birth - Liberia
Objectives:
• Equip 450 Liberian public health centers with Solar Suitcases
• Train local technicians to conduct installations
• Train health workers to use Solar Suitcases and appliances
• Create sustainability plan with the Ministry of Health
Stakeholders:
• Government partner: Liberian Ministry of Health
• Health partners: UNFPA, UN Women, UNICEF, Africare, Public
Health Initiative Liberia, Last Mile Health, Jhpiego
• Technical partners: Energising Development (GIZ), Women in
Renewable Energy
• M&E partner: Innovations for Poverty Action
• Funders: UBS Optimus Foundation, UN Women, UNICEF,
Gilead, Meadow Fund, UN DESA, Music for Relief
Results:
• Liberia is a “Model of Excellence” for national electrification
• Replication in Uganda, Zimbabwe, Sierra Leone
• The program illustrated the importance of defining clear goals
for government and stakeholder engagement identifying local
champions, and verifying health facility electrification status
Dates:
• Phase I March 2017 to Aug 2019
• Phase II August 2019 – 2022
Total Project Budget:
• EUR 1,370,000

Lessons Learned
System Design
• Use highest quality components
• Reliability and durability are essential institutions
• Ease of use and ease of maintenance are key
Partnerships
• Importance of government MOU and local buy-in
• Partners essential for health facility selection and monitoring
• Renewable energy complements other initiatives to
strengthen health care
Building Technical Capacity Locally
• Training programs to build local capacity in system
installation, maintenance and servicing
• We work hand-in-hand with district health technicians.
Building the Evidence Base
• Research on system performance
• Research on health impact
Sustainability Plan
• District by district implementation
• Upfront consideration of technical, operational and financial
support
• Potential for remote monitoring
• Government handover – plan for maintenance and
ownership by government, backed by our technical support

Scaling Up Electrification of Rural Health Facilities

Systems Approach

Maintenance
Sustainability

Whole Country Saturation
Local Inventory

Foster Local Ownership

Partnerships and Alliances
Ecosystem of Support

Local Champions
Advocacy

We Care Solar
www.wecaresolar.org
laura@wecaresolar.org
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ENERGY & HEALTHCARE
IAIN@RYSE.ENERGY

WHO WE ARE
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WIND TECHNOLOGY

H Y B R I D C A PA B I L I T Y

Our core technology is small-scale
wind, where we have over 4,000
installations and the most diverse and
advanced technology portfolio across
the renewables industry

Our unique capability is bringing
hybridized wind, solar PV and battery
storage solutions to some of the most
challenging rural environments

M O B I L E S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

S E R V I C I N G G L O B A L LY

Our containerized mobile renewable
energy units provide 100% clean
energy to remote locations and have
the ability to deliver resilient and
reliable energy to millions of people

Our international service and
installation team have decades of
experience across all seven continents
and ensure project delivery and
maintenance

FOCUS AREAS
Ryse Energy has three core areas it is focused on bringing sustainable decentralized renewable energy to

TACKLING ENERGY POVERTY IN DEVELOPING COMMUNITIES

Where populations require access to affordable, reliable and sustainable energy

DISPLACING FOSSIL-FUEL GENERATION IN REMOTE LOCATIONS
Where the fuel cost is significantly higher than grid power and has a harmful
environmental footprint

PROVIDING CLEAN ENERGY FOR COMMERCIALLY-DRIVEN MARKETS
Where companies see the benefits economically and environmentally from utilizing
renewable energy
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SELECTED CASE STUDIES
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Over 4,000 installations across all seven continents

REMOTE ISLAND

RURAL COMMUNITY

WIND-TO-WATER

TELECOMS

REMOTE ISLAND

TELECOMS

Clean decentralized energy in Tonga

Access to electricity for agricultural
irrigation in rural locations

Wind-to-water in Kenya

Reducing diesel consumption in
telecoms industry in Chile

Off-grid wind energy in the
Caribbean

Providing clean renewable energy in
Spain

MICRO-GRID
Resilient and reliable off-grid renewable energy access

INDUSTRIAL
Decarbonizing industrial facilities in Mexico with a
rooftop installation

REMOTE LOCATION
Providing power to a wave energy generation
plant at sea

OFF-GRID PIPELINE
Providing decentralized renewable energy to a remote
pipeline monitoring station in Spain

ENERGY ACCESS TO HEALTHCARE
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Example projects in Chile, Ghana & Chile

CAPE VERDE

CHILE

GHANA
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MODULAR
HEALTHCARE
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MODULAR
HEALTHCARE
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MODULAR
HEALTHCARE

BUILDING RESILIENT RENEWABLE INFRASTRUCTURE
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Quality, resilience and speed are key to supplying the healthcare sector with sustainable solutions

BUILD FOR THE LONG TERM – NOT FOR THE
PROJECT
•
•

Hybridization of energy creates reliability, resilience and
consistency of supply
Quality solutions do more with less and showcase the best
of renewable energy

ROUTE TO SCALE & FAST TRACK
DEPLOYMENT
•

Inventory and stock of modular solutions enables fast-track
delivery
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THANK YOU
IAIN@RYSE.ENERGY

HT Energy (S) Sdn Bhd (HTES)
HTES is a member of Annica Group of Companies and also is a
member of Alliance Rural Electrification (ARE).
Problem Addressing
• Electrification of off-grid
population in Sarawak
and S.E. Asia

Underlying Technologies
• Solar + Hydrogen Energy System
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Smart Energy Management
System, advanced control &
efficiency optimization analytic

Transcendent offerings
• Integrated solution provider
(developer, installation, data
analytics, maintenance &
consultancy)
• Help rural facilities & communities
access clean, reliable & affordable
energy

Target Partnerships
• Off-grid communities
• Urban/cities – sustainable
ecosystems, real estate, universities,
hotels etc.
• Green transport systems, Corporate
& Public (EV & Hydrogen Fleet)
• Sustainable Industries i.e.
production of hydrogen, ammonia
(fertilizers etc)

Innovative Solution

Inverter

Power

To electrify a rural clinic in Long Loyang, Sarawak
using our solar-hydrogen power technology –
Power Module Cahya Suria 1 (PMCS1)

2

Basic Configuration for SOLAR >>
HYDROGEN >> ENERGY STORAGE
SYSTEMS
•

Utilize Solar to split H2O to Hydrogen +
Oxygen

•

Energy stored in form of H Gas.

•

Convert to electricity any time

•

100% Green / Renewable / Zero
Pollution

•

NO moving parts / NO ChargeDischarge cycles

•

Very Durable

Day Time
➢ Solar panels generates DC power
➢ Electrolyser produces Hydrogen and Oxygen from water.
➢ Hydrogen stored in tanks but Oxygen gas released into air.
Night Time
➢ Inverter converts DC from Hydrogen into AC to power electrical appliances.

Objective and value of Project:
• Build sustainable and circular power generation system
with minimal manual intervention/supervision
• 25-30kW/day supply on 24/7 basis (daytime usage of 15
kW and night-time usage of 10 kW) with a peak load of
2.88 kWp
• Competitive costs vs current diesel-based generation
• Modular, compact and easily transportable into hard to
reach locations
• Highly scalable/customizable to different load profiles
• Reduce air and noise pollution

Proposed Use
Case of PMCS1 at
the Pilot Site
Pilot project site at Long Loyang Clinic,
Sarawak (Distance from Miri Town to Pekan
Lapok (120km) and onward to Long Loyang
Clinic (63km))

Refrigeration (Vaccine)
Electrical devices

25-30kW/day supply on
24/7 basis (daytime
usage of 15 kW and
night-time usage of 10
kW) with a peak load of
2.88 kWp
Medical
equipment

Lessons Learnt/Challenges from the Pilot Project
Technology
❑ Efficiency / Optimisation – replacement of genset with fuel cell
❑ Downscaling the pre-existing industrial scale technology to suit rural clinic
electrification purposes– Challenges on conductivity and overheating

❑ Maintain non-compressed/low pressurised tank – mitigate safety
concerns

Logistics
❑ Weather conditions – rainy season causes flooding and renders access roads
inaccessible

❑ Road conditions

(timber logging road) – max 3-tonnes lorry permitted to enter
– requiring multiple trips

Local community
❑ Include Clinic, villagers, community leaders etc
❑ Forge relationship with local community – for safety (experienced driver)
and security in equipment transportation

Scenes from the Long Loyang Clinic, Sarawak

Recommendations in DRE Projects for Rural Clinics
Sustainability
❑ Continuous training programmes to ensure project functionality throughout lifetime
❑ Employment opportunity & empowerment of local communities via the establishment of recruitment networks with local government for vocational
work, engagement & support for local entrepreneurs through mentorship programmes

❑ Weekly data collection & analysis for continuous improvement

Fast track delivery
❑ Rapid deployment – 6-9 weeks for future rollouts

Scaling
❑ Pilot subject to rigorous evaluation – replication and scaling/customisation for future projects
❑ Bespoke commercial arrangement (outright sales and/or lease)
❑ Capacity building & knowledge sharing
Power Module Cahya Suria 1

Access 2 Energy – Powering Life..!!!
Olivier Jacquet
VP Access to Energy Business Development MEAS

Confidential Property of Schneider Electric

Schneider Electric provides energy and automation digital solutions for
efficiency and sustainability

Key figures for 2019

A well-balanced global presence
2019 Revenues breakdown

5%
€27.2 billion

26%
Western
Europe

of revenues devoted to R&D

2019 revenues

29%

29%
North
America

41%

Asia
Pacific

16%
Rest of
World

of revenues in new economies

Two Businesses:

135,000+
Employees in over 100 countries

23%
€6 billion
Industrial Automation
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77%
€21 billion
Energy Management

We have an Opportunity to co-create the FUTURE

More

More

More

More

ELECTRIC

DIGITIZED

DECARBONIZED

DECENTRALIZED

57%

$18B

70%

528 GW

increase electricity demand in
2050 compared to 2017

Confidential Property of Schneider Electric

DER : Distributed Energy Resources

value realized by smart meters
alone by 2025

of new power generation
capacity additions will be in
renewables

of DER in 2026 compared to
132 GW in 2017

Our Access to Energy program in a nutshell
Schneider Electric
Access to Energy program

Schneider Electric develops
innovative solutions &
business models
combining:

Training & Entrepreneurship support

• Training &
Entrepreneurship,
• Social & inclusive
business, and
• Investment

Social & Inclusive business
Impact investment funds

Access to Electricity

Health

Agriculture
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Reliable power and
productive uses

Community

Women

to deliver
Energy Poverty alleviation

Education

Emergency

electricity for
the SDGs
in remote or underserved
areas

Our Access to Energy achievements and ambition
Training & Entrepreneurship

Products & Solutions

Investment

Achievements as of end of 2019
246,000+ people trained in electricity trades
800+ entrepreneurs supported
43,000+ people in energy poverty supported

Energy access solutions provided
to 27+ M people

Investments in 20 energy
access ventures

Targets
By 2025:

1,000,000 people trained
10,000 entrepreneurs supported
Confidential Property of Schneider Electric | Page 5
10,000 trainers trained

By 2030:
Energy access solutions provided
to 80 M people

By 2020:

3 Investment funds focusing on SubSaharan Africa, Europe & Asia

Schneider Electric's portfolio of energy access products and solutions
Portable solutions

Domestic Electrification

Collective Electrification

Training

Mobiya

Homaya

Villaya

Training

Mobiya Original
Mobiya Lite
Solar powered portable
LED Lamp with mobile
charger
Mobiya Front
Head lamp

Homaya Family
Solar Home System including a
solar panel and lamps
Homaya PAYG
Including Pay As You Go
Homaya Hybrid
AC and DC, Solar and Grid Home
System

Villaya Microgrid
Solar microgrid to power off-grid sites
Villaya Community, Villaya Emergency
Customized, Packaged, Containerized
Villaya Water
Solar Water Pumping System
Villaya Lighting
Solar Street Lighting
Villaya Recharge
Entrepreneur USB charging station
Including: EcoStruxure for Energy
Access, remote monitoring of microgrids

Didactical benches;
Course contents;
Training of electricians, installers,
facility managers, entrepreneurs,
trainers

Electrifying RuralAccess
HealthtoFacilities
Energy
Project Name: 53.1kWp Solar-hybrid Electrification of
University of Abuja Teaching Hospital Isolation Center,
Sponsored by the Rural Electrification Agency – Blue
Camel Energy
Type: Off-grid
Location: Size: Gwagwalada, Abuja – FCT
Completed: April /2020
Partner: Blue Camel Energy
Customer pain point
Need for reliable power system to provide electricity to COVID19 Health Facilities
Solution
Deployment of solar-hybrid mini-grid to power critical loads like
ventilators, lighting, cooling equipment and ICU 24/7 in the
COVID-19 isolation center.
Scope
• Conext MPPT , XW+ hybrid inverter and accessories
• AC breakers and surge protection devices
• DER: Solar, Storage

Electrifying Rural Health Facilities
Project Name: 9.6 kWp Solar-hybrid Electrification of
Rivers State COVID-19 Isolation Facility, Eleme
General Hospital Isolation, Sponsored by All On – GVE
Projects Ltd
Type: Off-grid
Location: Size: - Ogale Nchia, Rivers State
Completed: April /2020
Partner: GVE Projects Ltd
Customer pain point
• Need for reliable power system to provide electricity to
COVID-19 Health Facilities.
• Need to enhance access to quality healthcare services to
patients.
Solution
Deployment of 9.6 kWp solar mini-grid and 30 Kwh of battery
storage to provide uninterrupted power supply for medical and
other appliances at the Isolation Center.
Scope
• Conext MPPT, XW+ hybrid inverter and accessories
• AC breakers and surge protection devices
• DER: Solar, Storage
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Thank you for participating!
Join us on 15-16 July 2020:

2020

1

